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Adaptive Campaigns Connect 
With Hard To Reach Customers
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Ameren Illinois 
Smart Savers Initiative
Bring latest technology to low-
and moderate-income (LMI) 
customers
1. Assess challenges and 

opportunities
2. Reduce participation barriers
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Initiative Goal of 

5,000
Thermostats



Challenge
Increase program visibility to 
income-qualified customers while 
being sensitive to non-qualified 
customers



Customer Choice

Nest E
ecobee3

Direct Install
DIY + $25

Contractor A
Contractor B



Targeting Analytics

City (30,000 homes)

ZIP Code (5,000 homes)

ZIP+4 (10 homes)

160,000
Total Email 
Addresses

45,000 
Targeted LMI 

Email Addresses



Outreach
Email Web Portal



Outreach
• Two community events 
• Social media 

(2 weeks)



Expand Analysis
• Self-service data tool for local 

program team
• Investigate new areas and 

various income thresholds



Data Approach 2
Chart Text
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Lessons
& Adjustments

TEST & 
LEARN

Constantly 
Adapting

Change
Messaging

Ramp up
-or- Ramp 

down

Connect 
on the 

ground w/ 
campaigns



Nest
57%

ecobee
43%

Thermostat Type

Outcomes

SF 
Contractor 

Install
31%

SF Self 
Install
40%

MF Install
29%

Installation Type
Champaign

15%

Decatur
33%

East St. Louis
12%

Peoria
40%

Installations by City



Outcomes
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5,400
Thermostats 

installed

4
Communities 

engaged

2.6 M
Annual
kWh

240 k
Annual
therms



Technical & Targeting Improvements 
Drive Conversions
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Goal
Support utility in driving record sales of smart 
thermostats before end of year

1. Create energy savings with each unit sold
2. Increase customer satisfaction with product 

discounts 
 Encourage residential customers to buy and use smart 

thermostats with a $75 instant rebate

#EnergyForum19

viewed SDG&E more 
positively among those who 
discussed it with a rep

who bought a thermostat 
stated they were influenced 
by the instant rebate offer

92% 96%



I know SDG&E offers rebates 
on other energy savers, but...
this is the best savings I’ve 
seen so far!

Lowe’s Customer
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Challenge
The instant rebate offer wasn’t new. It had 
already seen a full year of promotion. 
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Those most likely to engage had already received offer communication. 

Fall 2017 Fall 2018



Challenge
Identify a new target audience to drive net-new 
instant rebate conversions during the holiday 
season and before the offer expired at the end 
of the year.
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…but not from their 
utility company.

…but not for energy 
efficiency products.

Secondary research indicates…
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They are shopping 
for deals on 
electronics

People are hunting 
for deals during the 

holiday season



FACT:
Consumer electronics make up 
38% of items purchased during 

the holiday deals season.
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Goal
Make SDG&E a key player 
in the holiday shopping 
season by targeting the 
holiday deals-shopper and 
the high propensity utility 
customer segments.

22



Strategy

1. Laser-focus customer targeting

23

2. Tailor campaign to the behaviors of the 
deal-seeking shopper

3. Nurture customers along the journey 
from awareness to conversion



1. Laser-focus customer targeting
 Combine 1st and 3rd party customer data:
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 Use recency strategies to reach those who visited 
the landing page, but didn’t download a coupon

 1st party data: Employ SDG&E customer lists to make 
1:1 connections with high propensity utility segments

 3rd party data: Leverage behavioral data to reach 
deal-seekers online across all devices



2. Tailor campaign to the behaviors of 
the deal-seeking shopper:
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Researching
very quickly 

before buying

Comparing
promotions, prices, 

and products across 
multiple retail options

Scanning
the price and 
product information

Searching
for coupons to 
get the best deal



Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion

3. Nurture customers along the journey 
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3. Nurture customers along the journey 
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Reach SDG&E customers and deal 
shoppers with digital display across 
all devices

 Serve ads where customers are browsing online

 Target based on online shopping behaviors (e.g., 
shoppers more likely to look for holiday deals, shoppers 
more likely to buy electronics, etc.)

 Geo-fence stores where instant rebate offers are 
redeemed (e.g. Lowe’s, Best Buy, Home Depot)

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



3. Nurture customers along the journey 

#EnergyForum19

Geo-fence stores where instant 
rebate offers are redeemed (e.g. 
Lowe’s, Best Buy, Home Depot)

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



3. Nurture customers along the journey 

#EnergyForum19

Appear within 
Facebook’s 
newsfeeds to offer 
the $75 rebate

 Use SDG&E customer lists to 
make 1:1 connections with 
customers in their self-
curated feeds

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



3. Nurture customers along the journey 

#EnergyForum19

Appear within paid search results for 
users actively seeking information 
about holiday deals and related tech 
products

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



Facebook Offers

3. Nurture customers

#EnergyForum19

Heavily use remarketing strategies 
across all tactics to actively 
encourage recall and conversion

Email 
Remarketing

Gmail Inbox Ads

Digital Display

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



3. Nurture customers

#EnergyForum19

Simplify “checkout” experience with 
clear discounts, retail options, and 
brand choices

Instant Rebate Platform

Consideration

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion



Deal-Seeker Experience
SDG&E 1st party data
(High Propensity 
Segments)

3rd Party Behavioral Data
(Deal-seeker & shoppers)

Mobile device IDs 
collected via retail 
geofencing
(Deal-seeker & shoppers)

Visits website 
and downloads 
instant rebate 
coupon

Customer Targeting Data

Facebook 
ad appears 
in newsfeed

Remarketing

Gmail ad 
received 
to inbox

Retargeting

Clicks
Browses 
website

Paid 
search ad
appears

Doesn’t 
click

Searches for “Nest”

Display ad 
appears on 
mobile while 
reading news



Outcomes
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 Lowest cost-per-reservation compared to prior campaigns
 Lowest cost-per-redemption compared to prior campaigns
 Granular targeting and retargeting outperformed industry and historical 

campaign benchmarks
 Geofencing most efficiently connected customers with offers
 Offer Ad and Gmail retargeting successfully drove conversions

6,146
coupon downloads

3,658
coupon redemptions

37%
of all 2018 coupon downloads 

yielded in 6 weeks



Empower Contractors With 
Detailed Local Data
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Rocky Mountain Power Manufactured 
Home Targeting
Find existing manufactured 
homes to target
1. Create outreach list for 

contractors
2. Optimize outreach in 

sparse territory

#EnergyForum19

Goal of 

150
Retrofits



Challenge
Separating home types in the 
targeting data set:
• Manufactured
• Single-Family



Analysis Approach

#EnergyForum19

Past 
participation 
data

List of 
manufactured 
home park 
offices

Radius 
around 
manufactured 
home park 
offices to get 
sites

Target 
lists for 
program 
trade 
allies



Data Approach 2
Chart Text
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Lessons & Adjustments

#EnergyForum19

Make QC 
Easy

Curated 
Lists

Continuous
Improvement

Propensity
Possibilities



Questions?

CLEAResult
chad.ihrig@clearesult.com 
benjamin.hannas@clearesult.com 

Verdant
jenna.moonan@weareverdant.com
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